Genetic parameters for health traits and their relationship to different persistency traits in German Holstein dairy cattle.
Data from 3,200 Holstein cows from 3 commercial dairy farms in Germany were used to estimate heritabilities and breeding values for liability to udder diseases (UD), fertility diseases (FD), metabolic diseases (MD), and claw and leg diseases (CLD) using single-trait threshold sire models. A total of 92,722 medical treatments recorded from 1998 to 2003 were included in the analysis. Approximate genetic correlations between persistency of milk yield, fat yield, protein yield, and persistency of milk energy yield and liability to the health traits were calculated based on correlations between EBV. Posterior means of heritability of liability ranged from 0.05 to 0.08 for UD, from 0.04 to 0.07 for FD, from 0.08 to 0.12 for MD, and from 0.04 to 0.07 for CLD. Approximate genetic correlations of the disease traits with the persistency traits were favorable, except for MD in all lactations, which were unfavorable, and UD, which were around zero. Highest correlations in the range of 0.13 to 0.46 were found between the different persistency traits and CLD.